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r' Candidates are required to give their answet's in their own words as far as practicable.

{ Attempt Ail questions.

'/ The.figures in the margin indicate Fall Markf.,
r' Assume suitable data if necessary.

l, Choose a suitable radar system to track a moving target in ttre pres€nce of strong ground clutter; and

explain ib working prtnciple with suitable diagrams. 
[tg1

Z, Wih arbitrarlly defined obital obsenntional parameters design observaUon geometries of a radiometer

ahd a pulsed radar onboard a same remote sensing satellite and discttss.
tr0l

3. Consider a bistatic mdar system and derive basic range equation incorporating Noise Figurc (F),

ltol

4, Expfain how a radiometer works to monitor spectral reflectance from icecovered mountains.

[10]

5. With selfdefined varlables approximate and illustrate the key orbital parameters (nam9ly, grbital perlod

and satellite heighO of a GEb. [Consider the gravity constant (G)=6.6220e-11 In N.m'.lc$',_Earth mass

(M)=1.9g91e30x30.035e-7 in kilograms, and earth equatorial radius (R)=637Se3 in meters.l
[10]

6. Write short notes on:
a. Spectral radiance
b. Ottl-radar
c. GIS architecture
d, PPI display

lax5l

any one of remote

[10]

l, Baseil on theoretical aspects and by providing technlcal specifications explain

sensing applications.
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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
Attempt l!! questions.
The figures in the margin indicate Full Marks.
Assume suitable data if necessary.

l. Explain working principle of Moving Target Indicator (MTl) radar with ia block diagram. I8l
2' Provide the speciftcations ofanyone remote sensing satellite having remote sensing sensor.

Explain about its observation geometry and application. tg+61
3. Provide the range equation of Radar, Lidar and Black body radiation equation with necessary

,/
/
,/
,/

illustration.

4. Find the orbital elements: eccentricity and angular momentum, with given

r = -50451 - 34e0i + 2s00R (km)

v = -3.4s71+ 6.618i + z.s3eR 6<m7s;

Ir0]
state vectors, 14+41

t6l

t8]

5. Explain the concept and role of GIS in remote sensing.

6, Consider a long track scanning airborne active remote sensor and provide its observation
geom etry w ith arb i trari I y 

-de 
fined o bs ervat i on'par:arneters.

7. Explain briefly about radar application. Caiculate the duty cycle and transmitted peak power of
the surveillance radar having PRF of600 Hz, pulse width of 0.g ps and average jowei of2 Kw. 12+61

8. Write short notes on: [Any Three]
a. Image interpretation criteria '
b. Highway surveillanoe radar
c. Implication of remote sensing data on machine learning
d. Scattering mechanism

[6*3l
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'/ Candidates ire required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
r' Attempt AII questions.
{ The "fisures in the margin indicate Full Marks.
,/ Assume suitable data if necessory.

1. Describe the multi-concept of Remote Sensing.

2. Explain briefly the visual interpretation techniques for satellite data.

3. Describe the different elements of image interpretation by suitably explaining how these
elements are helpful in identi$ing different objects on the image.

4. Almost every day you listen about the earthquake, giving the specific case in your are1
how can you get an accurate information about the effect of earthquake? To which level
is the information accurate? What measures can you suggest to make the information
source more accurate to the required level?

t8l

t8l

tl 0l

t10l

t8l

t8l

[3xa]

5. What is an active remote sensing? With the essential example, explain how the active
remote sensing are being used as an advantage over the passive remote sensing. [3+5]

6. Derive the Radar equation in which radar remote sensing system is used to track a point
moving target.

7. Write short notes : (Any three)

a) Spatial and Spectral Remote Sensing
b) Datamodeling and Data Output
c) Atmospheric Window '
d) crs

8. Explain dif;lerent mechanisms of interaction of Radiation from energy
atmosphere in remote sensing.

I

source with the

.)



9. Observe the attached image on the figure below. The image is the satellite image of the
Everest region, it highlights the debris-mantled glaciers and their Little Ice Age moraines.
List out your observation with justification based on sensing principles. t8]

" :,''''. .(
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1.

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

Attempt All questions.

The figures in the margin indicate Full Marks.
Assume suitable data if necessary.

Define a remote sensing. Describe the general remote sensing process with neat and

well labeled diagram. t8I

Explain a radiation transfer mechanisms that occur in remote se'lrsing. Explain Plank's

radiation law. Is+4J

Describe any one remote sensing application by higruighting its applicatiolXt, merits and

sensing technology. t8l
Derive the orbital period equation of satellite motion. A satellite wishes to orbit the earth

at a height of 100km (approximately 60 miles) above the surface of the earth. Detemrine

ttre spee4 acceleration and orbital period of the satellite. (Given: Irdg'*=5.98 x lf#lkg,
R"*ftd.37 x l0um). [6+6]

5. What is a GIS? Explain its model that help to provide good approach to take dectsion

6. Explain Moving Target Indicator (MTI) Radar with its block diagfam. Calculate the first

blind speed of a radar unit that works with the transmitting frequency of 2.8 GHz and a

pulse repetition time of 1.5 ms. 16+41

7. Describe the major representing characteristics of remote sensing images, and the generaal

criteria of image interpretation. Obserye the attached image and discuss it. [3+3+4J

I

Figwe: 3D seismic suweys map the layering in the subsurface, vital in oil exploration. The

top surface of the cube is a- satellite image draped on topography Q0 times vertical

exaggeration). Side faces show seismic sections through the underlying strata.

Subjecl.' - Remote Sensi

E. nfrib*ry on:

(ho-.stationary orbit
Lidar
Electromagnetic spectrum used for remote sensing

(Elective nD Gr7850I)

2.

3.

4.

[sx3]
&
b.
c.
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